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 Beach Birthday  
By: Edilmar Gonzales 

Colorful balloons  
Meat and mango juice 

Shovel in the sand 
Bridge and blue sky 
Friends swimming 

Happy music  
Basketball cake 

Candle that reads nine  
Brother on the beach 

 

Thoughts on Citizenship 

Guest Writer: Sarah Settels 

I was asked to speak about how I’ve struggled against          

the wall of citizenship in my life. I haven’t been in this            

world for a long time but ever since I can remember           

my citizenship has been something that I am        

extremely proud of but also conscious about at the         

same time.  

 

I come from a multicultural family, which is        

something I take much pride in. My father was born          

in a small town in Germany and my mother was born           

in El Salvador to a Salvadoran father and Mexican         

mother. Because of this, I am German, Salvadoran,        

and Mexican by blood. While my parents were living         

in Chile, they made the decision to come to the U.S.           

for my birth, so I was born here in Washington DC           

and got my United States citizenship. My little sister         

however was born in Chile which means that each         

member in my family was born in a different country.          

I take immense pride in my family, which always         

leaves people stunned even at airports with customs        

agents telling us often that they’ve never seen such a          

mixed family before. Through my multicultural      

family, I’ve been to my parents’ cultures, which are         

wildly different such as in food and language. For a          

long time, people have always been trying to        

categorize me into a certain group: “Are you white?         

Are you hispanic?” - when I strongly identify with         

both. My nationalities give me the ability to see first          

hand how people are treated just for being from         

another country. For example, sometimes when I’m at        

the airport with my family, my mom’s passport gets         

looked at weirdly and they ask her more questions.         

For my father and sister as well whereas when it’s my           

turn my passport only gets glimpsed at. Another        

instance was when a while back my sister said that          

she wanted to start working at a hotel. My parents          

said it was fine but when we looked at the          

requirements we realized that she needed a social        

security number which she does not have. It is also          

not nice to realize that if my mom stopped working at           

her job for any reason the three of them would have to            

leave the country and I would be the only one allowed           

to stay. When my grandfather was in the process of          

becoming a US citizen, he asked me to quiz him on           

the content that would be on the test. I remember          

being angry at the questions that were being asked         

since I didn’t even know some of the answers and I           

am pretty sure many other Americans wouldn’t either.        

I am extremely blessed to have such a special family          

but the fact that having a German father means being          

associated with Nazis and my mother being associated        

with Mexicans and Salvadorans who the president has        

targeted in offensive ways, gives me the sensitivity to         

see the treatment of different communities and their        

struggles here in the US and in their countries.  

(continued on the back) 

 



 

As I’ve grown up seeing these injustices first hand, I          

will use my voice, my gifts and my vote to change this            

country and this world into a place that embraces         

diversity and practices the teachings of Jesus and God         

to love your neighbor.  

(This assay was originally read during worship) 

 

Rachel’s Party Tip and Recipe 

People love chocolate covered pretzels. It actually amazed 
me how fast the pretzels disappeared at my dad and 
Pastor Sally’s birthday party.  It is a super easy recipe 
and… you don’t need to have to know how to cook to 
make the pretzels.  
 

Ingredients: 
- Pretzels 
- Almond Bark (contains no nuts) 
- Sprinkles 

 
First, put some almond bark into a microwave-safe bowl. 
To know the amount of bark you need, just estimate by 
warming up one chunk first. Then, you can check how 
much more bark you need. Warm at 30-second intervals. 
 
Next, once the almond bark is all melted, get the pretzels 
and start dipping. It would help to have a baking sheet to 
put the wet pretzels on. Dip about half of the pretzel into 
the melted almond bark.  
 
This part is optional, but it is helpful to have multiple 
people in an assembly line; while the pretzels are still 
wet, put some sprinkles on them…  
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Shape Poem by Mayra and Rachel 

 

 

   
 

 

Magnetic Poetry 
by Cristian Duran 

 
About ME by Anna Tett 

Favorite candy: Snickers 
Pets : Cat (“Skye”) 
Hobbies : Swimming 
Favorite place : California 
Favorite vacation : California 
Favorite music : Michael Jackson 
Favorite color : Rainbow 
Favorite book : Piggie and Gerald 
Favorite subject : Math 
Favorite food : Bacon cheeseburger 

 
Wild Goose 

By Mayra Duran 

I woke up,  

tired in the tent 

and went for a shower 

I felt like I had power. 

 

I went to eat  

The food was great 

Then I got changed to go inside  

the powerful currents of the river!! 

 

 


